Prefix Assimilation ad-

Matching

Parent Directions: Have your child read the words and definitions and then draw a line from each word to its definition.

1. a section at the end of a written work appear
2. to become visible appendix
3. proper or correct applaud
4. to clap the hands attribute
5. a quality or characteristic appropriate

Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read the sentences and choose the word that is spelled correctly AND makes sense in the sentence. Have your child write the word in the blank.

6. Jake made an ________________ to his hat, turning it slightly to the right. approximation apjustment atproximation adjustment

7. If I practice running every day, I can ________________ my goal of winning the race. attain adtain assail acsail

8. The doctor said there is an ________________ between regular physical activity and good health. adtention association attention acsociation

9. The museum’s latest ________________ is a beautiful painting by a French artist. acquisition accident atcident asquisition

10. My dog is ________________ to my feelings, and he seems to know when I am happy. adtuned adjoining attuned apjoining